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IAC 2014 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PROJECTS 
 

 

"Freedom & Duty always go hand in hand 

and if the free do not accept the duty of 

social responsibility, 

they will not remain free for long." 

  

 

SUNDAY 27 JULY 2014 - NELSON MANDELA BAY TRAIN RACE 

  

IAC sponsored 14 South Africans, from underprivileged backgrounds, to enter the Nelson Mandela Bay Train Race 

in PE on Sunday 27 July 2014.  We supplied them with food, running gear and the entry fee for these talented South 

Africans. 

IAC entered 2 teams namely IAC Investments and IAC Actuarial into a relay race against a Metro Train along the 

route between Port Elizabeth station and Uitenhage station.  The Nelson Mandela Bay Train Race is a fun race 

which hopes to grow into the Metro's largest community program. 

IAC Investments brought home the WIN in the corporate division with Andre Ketchem crossing the finish line in 1st 

place. 

The trophy sits proudly in our Cape Town office until 2015. 
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Picture 1: Team IAC Investments with their medals 

 

Picture 2: Asim Gani (MD) posing for the PE Express Newspapers 

 

Picture 3: Andre Ketchem, 1st to cross the finish line only minutes after the train 
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FRIDAY 8 AUGUST 2014 - EKHANYA KIDS EDUCARE CENTRE TILING PROJECT 
 

IAC bought & tiled 2 classrooms with durable PVC tiles that will keep the school children a little warmer during 

winter.  IAC’s contribution will hopefully open many new opportunities for these young South African children, as the 

well-insulated environment, will enable them to participate in learning which is often difficult for them during the cold 

Cape Town winter months. 

There are a lot of expenses involved in supporting a child’s education and overall well-being. We decided to not only 

donate the tiles but our time and effort as well, which will hopefully result in long-lasting benefits for the children in 

the community, by helping Ekhanya ensure quality education with a pleasant environment to learn in.     

 

Picture 1: Kevin Lewis (A director), taking a break from cooking food for over 140 children 
 

 

  
Picture 2: IAC staff each taking their turn at hammering the tiling together  
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Picture 3: The children sang us songs & remained outside of their classrooms in order for us to work. 

 

 
 

Picture 4: IAC staff making friends & sharing food. 
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Picture 5: A job well done and complete.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


